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Within less than en years this company has created a different line for the 

Plus Sized Woman with Curve ID in addition to the plus sized Jeans for 

women that already exist. This company will focus on customer wants and 

needs so that the organization can distinguish its product(s) from 

competitors’ offerings. (Lamb, Hair & McDaniel, 2012). (p. 6). This marketing 

plan will presents new idea for several more defined fits of leans for the 

everyday full figured women In their existing Women’s Plus Sized Jeans line. 

Business Mission As found on the Levi Strauss website (2013), the company’s

mission statement Is as follows. 

The Levi Strauss Foundation advances the human rights and well-being of 

undeserved people touched by our business by taking courageous risks, 

supporting innovative community partnerships, and promoting the practice 

of good corporate citizenship. ” Company Values the company’s code of 

ethics. Ethics is defined by Lamb, Hair & McDaniel (2012), as “ the moral 

principles or values that generally govern the conduct of an individual or a 

group” (p. 31). Levis Stratus’s values include Empathy, Originality, Integrity, 

and Courage. Empathy -?? walking in other people’s shoes Empathy begins 

with paying close attention to the world around us. 

We listen and respond to the needs of our customers, employees and other 

stakeholders. Originality -?? being authentic and innovative The pioneering 

spirit that started in 1873 with the very first pair of blue Jeans still permeates

all aspects of our business. Through innovative products and practices, we 

break the mold. Integrity -?? doing the right thing Integrity means doing right

by our employees, brands, company and society as a whole. Ethical conduct 
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and social responsibility characterize our way of doing business. Courage -?? 

standing up for what we believe It takes courage to be great. 

Courage is the willingness to tell the truth and to challenge hierarchy, 

accepted practice and conventional wisdom. It means standing by our 

convictions and acting on our beliefs. Unique Selling Proposition Levis 

Strauss is a well-known brand that has been around for over 100 years that 

delivers a durable long-lasting jean to men, women, and also children. This 

Jean is not merely known for its endurance and heavy duty quality but its 

fashion as well. This marketing proposal presents an exclusive opportunity 

for Levi Strauss to acquire an innovative style of jean for their curvy 

women’s line now called Curve ID. 

The fresh Jean features a button flap that fits snuggly behind the waistline of 

the Jean. The advantage of the flap is that it supports the waistline which 

seems to be a problem area for women with the assistance of three different 

button holes. This feature could also accommodate all Jean wearers not Just 

the curvy women. This new design of Jean will appeal to women of all ages 

and not target one generation of people. This feature will be popular from 

the teens to the baby boomers. A target market is a defined group that 

managers feel is most likely to buy a firm’s product (Lamb et al. 012). The 

great fixation of these Jeans is if you decide to eat that burger or if you 

decide go large on that order of fries you are still able to fit your Jeans 

properly without feeling too overstuffed or crammed The slogan: Upside your

meal and still fit your skinny Jeans. Global Vision Now the trusted brand Levis

Strauss serves in a different way of even more comfortable and durable 

fashion. Our goal is to expand our products to fit to any SECTION II. THE 
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MARKETING ENVIRONMENT The geographic market chosen to test market 

the new Levis Strauss prototype is the City of Atlanta, GA. 

The reason Atlanta was chosen is because of the several different body 

shapes that the women in that location have. The Market research 

department has conducted primary secondary research with a bit of primary 

data to identify characteristics of the external environment that may provide

opportunities or threaten the success of this new product from Levis Strauss.

Through the collected data results we use a field service firm that specializes

in interviewing respondents on a subcontracted basis to determine the 

necessities of the consumer. Lamb, Hair & McDaniel (2012). P. 149). Social 

Environment American Values: According to Lamb, Hair, and McDaniel 

(2012), “ a value is a strongly held and enduring belief “(p. 41), which Levis 

Strauss can also be defined as. This establishment also endures through 

value with a significance of high quality, reliable and the trusted brand 

name. Being that Levis Strauss is already a trustworthy brand this new 

prototype will contribute in marrying and broadening to the entire target 

market. This brand will prove that even in a slow recovering economy quality

will remain the number one choice. 

Lifestyle Changes: While more of the population is becoming more occupied 

wrought the day the fact of the matter is that “ Research shows that the 

percentage of people who say they never have enough time to do all that 

they need to do keeps increasing”, states Lamb, Hair, and McDaniel (2012, 

(p. 42). Hence more time is spent consuming food outside of the household 

for more convenient meals. Due to less time in the day more people’s 

waistlines are increasing which creates more body shapes in addition to the 
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regular sized women. This prototype will help in comforting that extra 

cushion added on to the modern lifestyle change in the world. 

Demographic Environment Generation Y: According to Lamb et al. (2012), “ 

This is the most ethnically diverse generation the nations has ever seen. ” 

The Gene Years also realize that if they are going to work hard for a lifetime, 

they should find something that is meaningful to them. ” (p. 43). This 

demographic appreciates working hard and purchasing quality with their 

hard earned dollars. Purchasing the durable quality brand will bring a sense 

of fulfillment to the generation. Latest clothes, technology, and recreational 

products. Gene Seers want frankness, client service, reliability, and 

authenticity. 

If retailers aren’t true to their word, they quickly SSE their Gene X customers.

” (p. 44). This delivers Levi Strauss the opportunity to generate more 

followings from the Generation Seers because of their already well- known 

reliability. Economic Environment Consumers’ Income: According to Lab et 

al. (2012), “ After adjustment for inflation, the median household income in 

the United States in 2010 was projected to be approximately $52, 000. 

Thirteen percent of college-educated workers earn six figure or more. Over a

lifetime, an individual with a bachelor’s degree will earn twice as much total 

income as a endangered holder. 

Along with the “ willingness to buy,” or ability to buy, income is a key 

detriment of target markets. ” (p. 46). Levis Strauss is a reasonably priced 

brand with a heap of choices under $80. 00. Also for the household of less 

than $52, 000 there is adequate selection under $60. 00 and regularly have 
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clearance pieces as well. Inflation: According to Lamb et al. (2012), “ 

Inflation is a measure of the decrease in the value of money, generally 

expressed as the percentage reduction in value since the previous year, 

which is the rate of inflation. ” (p. 47). Inflation could pose an actual threat to

the Levis Strauss brand as it could any company. 

The recent decrease in the alee of the American currency may alter our sales

in the future if the economy doesn’t get any better. Technological 

Environment Social Media: In the past 10 years or more the internet has 

changed the way consumers make purchases. No longer does the consumer 

have to get the entire household dressed and into the family car to head to 

the department store or now even the grocery store to shop. Backbone is 

one of the largest social media sites that allow not only sharing with their 

community but allow brands to consistently advertise through this channel. 

This is a huge opportunity that will assist in the rumination of the new 

prototype. Market Research: Through surveys, polls, etc. To grant the 

consumer the power to advise the company on what they desire from our 

brand Levis Strauss will be able to determine their consumer’s preferences 

or necessities. According to Lamb et al. (2012), “ Use marketing research to 

find out what customers like and dislike about your products and 

competitors’ products. (p. 49). Political Environment Government 

regulations: According to Lamb et al. (2012), “ Federal laws that affect 

pricing, advertising and promotion, and consumer privacy. (p. 49). Even 

though Levis Strauss is a durable long lasting brand and has a century of 

history this company remains to serve the community with affordable prices 

in the competitive fashion environment. Robinson-Pitman Act of 1936: 
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Prohibits charging different prices to different buyers of merchandise of like 

grade and quantity; requires sellers to make any supplementary services or 

allowance available to all purchasers on a proportionately equal basis. (p. 

50). Levis Strauss has a set pricing range that is extremely competitive in 

the retail market which is also a popular trait to consumers. 

The consumers purchase quality at an even better monetary value. 

Competitive Environment Apple Bottom Jeans & Baby Path: The two 

companies Apple Bottom Jeans and Baby Path were created for a more urban

and or curvy women that had a problem properly finding and fitting a Jean 

that for their body type. These companies have not been blessed with the 

longevity of Levis Strauss, but are creating a huge following for the 

Generation Years who make up the most ethnically diverse generation as 

stated above; also the Generation Seers who are avid buyers of the latest 

clothing. 

According to Lamb et al. (2012) “ Recent research shows that more African 

Americans than ever before are achieving the American dream. In 2011, 

there were 2. 8 million African Americans earning more than $75, 000 

annually. (p. 46). SECTION Ill. THE CUSTOMER Customers According to Lamb 

et al, (2012), “ The consumer decision-making process does not occur in a 

vacuum. On the contrary, underlying cultural, social, individual, and 

psychological factors strongly influence the decision process. 

These factors have an effect from the time a consumer perceives a stimulus 

through post purchase behavior” (p. 84). The Levis Strauss Company has a 

following of loyal consumers that expect long lasting quality. These Jeans are
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able to suit the cultural, social, individual, ND psychological needs of all our 

consumers. This new prototype will appeal to new and existing consumer 

buying behaviors or habits. Culture: According to Lamb et al, (2012), “ What 

people eat, how they dress, what they think and feel, and what language 

they speak are all dimensions of culture” (p. 5). America is a huge melting 

pot with different ethnicities that make up a diverse culture as a whole. One 

phenomenon that appears to remain true to every American is the fact that 

large majority of us love to wear Jeans and may have at least 4 pairs if not 

more hanging in our closets or tucked away in our dresser drawers. For this 

Social: According to Lamb et al, (2012), “ Social class is typically measured 

as a combination of occupation, income, education, wealth, and other 

variables” (p. 88). 

The great thing about these Jeans are that they can suit any class of woman 

whether she is a part of the upper-class, working-class, middle-class, or blue-

collar social class. Due to the quality and durability of the fabric used with 

every Jean this affordable prototype will be available to every woman. 

Individual: According to Lamb et al, (2012), “ Human behavior depends 

largely on self-concept. Because consumers want to protect their identity as 

individuals, the reduces they buy, the stores they patronize, and the credit 

cards they carry support their self-image” (p. 95). 

With over 100 years of customer satisfaction Levis Strauss has come up with 

yet another way to assist every women to feel self-confident in their overall 

appearance. Psychological: According to Lamb et al, (2012), “ Motives are 

the driving forces that cause a person to take action to satisfy specific needs.

(p. 97). In this case Levis Strauss is targeting the woman that has a few 
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additional pounds or whose bodies fluctuate regularly. Once the prototype is 

released every women will see the stickiest in purchasing it. The flap will 

allow them to securely cover there extra pounds and boost their self-esteem.

Market Segmentation The information collected through the results of the 

external environment benefit our understanding of consumer behavior via 

various segments to pinpoint and identify our exact target market. One 

market segment profile was created as the most likely to be profitable and 

risk averse in the marketplace. Bases Variables Explanation Geographic 

Segmentation Urban Cities Suburbs Demographic Age Gender Income The 

female population of Generation X and Y will be more likely to purchase 

these means due to acknowledgement of the brand quality. 20, 000 and up 

in income range due to affordability. Cryptographic Appearance These Jeans 

have different fits to make the women’s appearance look more form fitting. 

Benefit Comfort Relaxation Usage-Rate Medium to Heavy Users Women that 

purchase this prototype will become loyal to it be able to wear different 

styles on a daily basis. The enlistment targeting strategy is an ideal 

approach for Levis Strauss new prototype. Levis Strauss is dedicated and 

concentrating on providing all women of all income levels with quality 

comfortable Jeans. 

With the need of this prototype it will e beneficial for Levis Strauss to 

cannibalize some of the sales of existing products to introduce the new fit to 

the marketplace. Lamb, Hair & McDaniel (2012). (p. 134). This market 

segment profile entitled “ Even If You Have A Few Extra Pounds Be 

Comfortable” is the primary target market for the Levis Straus Comfortable 

Life product line. Positioning Strategy The position strategy of Levis Strauss 
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is to emphasize the comfortable and modifiable new Jean. Consumers will 

not have to worry about feeling bloated or crammed in their Jeans anymore. 

This comfortable Jean will allow them to complete an entire day without 

having to unbutton to relax. According to Lamb et al. (2012), “ Product 

differentiation this position strategy will individualize this product from those 

of competitors” (p. 135). The drive of this product will prove to women that 

they can still be comfortable at any weight they reach which will differentiate

this prototype in the clothing market. SECTION ‘ V. MARKETING STRATEGY 

Product Product Description: The popular Jean brand by Levis Strauss is 

known for its long lasting durable products. 

Within the last 10 years Levis has added the new Jean prototype for women 

of curves and more recently the department named Curve old that suits 

women’s needs of various curve shapes. The new Plus Size Women’s line will

include the following cut types with various colors and prints: -Skinny -Boot 

cut -Flare -Straight fit The purpose for this new prototype is to provide a 

comfortable long lasting affordable Jean for women that are Plus Size or in 

need of the flap which provides extra comfort when they don’t exercise or 

want to upside their meals. 

Basic Elements of the Brand: Levis Strauss is known worldwide for being one 

of the top choices for durable Jeans in the clothing industry. A brand that has

high awareness, perceived 2012). Customers that already purchase the Levis

brand are familiar with the quality ND will make purchases with ease. Once 

Plus Sized women realize through product identification that Levis has 
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expanded their fits for them this will create a new brand loyalty or a 

consistent preference for one brand over all others (Lamb et al. , 2012). 

Once in the Levis new prototype Plus sized women will feel more confident 

knowing that they are in quality. Adaptor Category: The new prototype for 

Levis Strauss will attract early adopters as well as the late majority. The 

early adopters will more than likely be the majority that have prior 

experience with the Levis brand and will adopt early on the products new 

lifestyle. Early adopters are a new product’s best friends (Lamb et al. , 2012).

The late majority will be those who will wait for their friends the early 

adopters to take the new product on a test run first. 

They depend mainly on word-of-mouth communication rather than on the 

mass media (Lamb et al. , 2012). With the world wide popularity and strong 

brand name it will not take consumers long before they adopt the new 

prototype from Levis Strauss. Features and Benefits: The most important 

benefit of the new prototype from Levis is that Plus Size Women do not have 

to compromise style and affordability to be dressed in a quality brand name. 

The flap feature that will be identified through this product will allow women 

of a larger size to fit Jeans suited to their size and adjust if needed 

throughout their day if needed. 

Another benefit will be the various Jean cuts, colors and patterns that will 

attract the entire market of fashion forward women. Packaging and Labeling:

The packaging for the new prototype of Jeans will follow suit with the Levis 

brand. It will have the card board tag with Levis printed on it. The label will 

still be the red tag on the back pocket of the Jean. Service Characteristics 
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and Relationship Marketing: Plus size women are urged to go o the website 

and print off a coupon to purchase their first prototype at 30% off. 
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